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erect attitude have led to the employment of
the asp as a dancing serpent by the African
jugglers. Cleopatra is said to have com-
mitted suicide by means of an asp's bite.
The name asp is also given to a viper com-
mon on the continent of Europe, and to the
puff-adder of South America.
ASPAB'AG-US, a plant, the young shoots
of -which, cut soon after they come from the
ground, are a favorite vegetable. Asparagus
is extensively grown in America, where the
edible part is used both as a salad and as a
vegetable dish.
The plants should be allowed to grow
three years from the seed before they are cut;
after that, for ten or twelve years, they will
continue to afford a regular annual supply.
The beds are protected by straw or litter in
winter. The full-grown plant has a beautiful
feathery top, shaped like a miniature tree,
and it bears small flowers and bright red
fruits. Some varieties are cultivated for
ornament and are incorrectly known as ferns.
ASPASIA, as pa'she a, a celebrated woman
on ancient Greece. She was born at Miletus,
in Ionia, but passed a great part of her life
at Athens, where her house was the general
resort of the most distinguished men in
Greece. She won the affection of Pericles,
who united himself to her as closely as he
was permitted by the Athenian law, which
declared marriage with a foreign woman ille-
gal. She had a son by Pericles, who was
made legitimate by a special decree of the
people.
AS'PEN, or trembling poplar, a species
of poplar native to Great Britain and to
most mountainous regions throughout Europe
and Asia, It is a beautiful tree, it grows
rapidly, is extremely hardy, and has nearly
circular toothed leaves, smooth on both sides
and attached to footstalks so long and slender
as to be shaken by the slightest wind. The
light, porous, soft, white wood is useful for
making bowls, trays, pails and charcoal.
ASPHALT, as'falt, a mineral, found in
but few places in the world and the best ma-
terial known for street paving. Although
clearly recognized chemically as one of the
bitumens, it is in many respects a mysterious
substance, and much of its history is yet to
be disclosed. It is black or "brown in its
natural state, and is brittle and glossy.
The word bitumen may be defined as a gen-
eral term for a class of minerals occurring in
nature which are soluble in chloroform and
 other neutral liquids. They all consist of
compounds of carbon and hydrogen, but also
often contain compounds of nitrogen, sul-
phur, oxygen, and, in the solid form, iron
and alumina. While bitumen (which see)
may be gaseous, liquid or solid, and relative-
ly pure or mixed solid materials to form
rocks, all asphalts belong to the solid forms.
The processes by which asphalt is formed
by nature are still unsettled by geologists and
chemists. That organic matter enters into
the processes is generally admitted, but the
manner of it is a technical problem yet un-
solved.
Where Asphalt is Found. The ancients
gathered their asphalt from the Red Sea,
which to this day produces a small quantity.
They used it in construction of palaces in
Nineveh and Babylon, and it was also one of
the materials in the Tower of Babel. The
largest proportion of the world's asphalt to-
day is secured from Trinidad, Venezuela and
Cuba. The United States has laid over 50,-
000,000 square yards of asphalt pavement,
and fully three-fourths of it came from Trini-
dad, There are also deposits in California
and Utah and in the Philippine Islands.
Trinidad's Asphalt Lake. The largest
asphalt deposit in the world is in Trinidad,
in what is known as Pitch Lake. The supply
is apparently exhaustless, as daily more
comes up from below to fill the space occa-
sioned by removals. This deposit occupies
a bowlike depression of about 115 acres,
which is probably the center of an extinct
volcano. The center of the lake is not quite
a mile from the Gulf of Paria and is about
135 feet above the level of the sea; its eon-
tents are of remarkable uniformity, and its
surface is in constant motion, there appearing
at times what may be termed currents and
eddies. The middle of this wonderful lake
is about one foot higher than the edges, this
relation, being maintained, although the body
as a whole has been lowered by the constant
removal of material. There is an overflow
from the lake to the sea through a erevice in
the run, and this stream is from fifteen to
eighteen feet deep, but beneath this stream
is a ravine still filled with asphalt, which
seems to have no limit to it. The depth of the
lake at Trinidad is supposed to be about 100
feet, although the actual bottom of the crater-
like depression has never been reached. The
pitch itself can be picked up and molded
without soiling the hands.

